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Studies involving human infants and monkeys suggest that experience plays a critical role in
modifying how subjects respond to vowel sounds between and within phonemic classes.
Experiments with human listeners were conducted to establish appropriate stimulus materials. Then,
eight European starlings �Sturnus vulgaris� were trained to respond differentially to vowel tokens
drawn from stylized distributions for the English vowels /{/ and /(/, or from two distributions of
vowel sounds that were orthogonal in the F1–F2 plane. Following training, starlings’ responses
generalized with facility to novel stimuli drawn from these distributions. Responses could be
predicted well on the bases of frequencies of the first two formants and distributional characteristics
of experienced vowel sounds with a graded structure about the central ‘‘prototypical’’ vowel of the
training distributions. Starling responses corresponded closely to adult human judgments of
‘‘goodness’’ for English vowel sounds. Finally, a simple linear association network model trained
with vowels drawn from the avian training set provided a good account for the data. Findings
suggest that little more than sensitivity to statistical regularities of language input �probability–
density distributions� together with organizational processes that serve to enhance distinctiveness
may accommodate much of what is known about the functional equivalence of vowel sounds.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America. �S0001-4966�98�00312-9�

PACS numbers: 43.71.An �WS�

INTRODUCTION

Two significant characteristics of the way listeners per-
ceive speech sounds are that experience in a particular lan-
guage environment has profound effects, and that some
acoustic instantiations of a phoneme are perceptually more
compelling or effective than others. Although this latter ob-
servation has been a common one ever since speech re-
searchers first manipulated natural and synthetic speech sig-
nals, for a long while relatively little was made of this fact.
Perhaps this was owing to the historical influence of ‘‘cat-
egorical perception’’ of speech sounds, by which within-
category differences were considered largely irrelevant. A
number of studies have revealed the importance of differ-
ences between different examples of the same phoneme. For
example, some speech stimuli served as more effective
adapters in selective adaptation studies �Miller et al., 1983;
Samuel, 1982�, and some stimuli served as better competi-
tors in dichotic competition experiments �Miller, 1977;
Repp, 1977�. More recent studies have incorporated explicit

judgments of the degree to which particular stimulus is per-
ceived as a good example of a particular phonetic segment
�Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Iverson and Kuhl, 1995; Kuhl,
1991; Miller and Volaitis, 1989; Volaitis and Miller, 1992�.

The research effort reported here concerns developmen-
tal aspects of responding to vowel-sound distributions in a
graded and language-specific manner. By the age of 6
months, infants respond to vowel sounds in a language-
appropriate fashion even when stimuli overlap considerably
along acoustic dimensions that are less directly relevant to
vowel identity �Kuhl, 1983�. Using a reinforced head turn
paradigm, Kuhl trained infants to turn their heads only when
the phonemic quality of a repeating background stimulus
changed between the relatively similar synthesized vowels
/Ä/ and /Å/ modeled after male utterances. When tested on
novel synthesized vowels /Ä/ and /Å/ modeled after utterances
by women and children �adding variation in pitch contour in
addition to shifting absolute frequency of formants�, infants
provided the correct response as defined by phonemic �func-
tional� equivalence despite talker and fundamental-frequency
�f0� changes.

While this earlier study attests to the ability of infants toa�Electronic mail: kluender@macc.wisc.edu
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respond equivalently to vowels in the face of phonemically
irrelevant variation, more recent studies by Kuhl and her
colleagues �Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Iverson and Kuhl, 1995;
Kuhl, 1991� have investigated how responses to vowel
sounds vary across acoustic/auditory dimensions that are di-
rectly relevant phonemically. In these cases, instances of the
same vowel differing in acoustic/auditory dimensions seem
not to be perceptually equivalent for either 6-month olds or
adults. Using a reinforced head-turn paradigm, Grieser and
Kuhl �1989� examined the extent to which six-month-old
infants responded to a change from a repeating background
/{/ stimulus to another variant of /{/ drawn from a distribution
of /{/ examples. They found that the degree to which infants
responded to a change from the background stimulus to an-
other variant of the vowel was less when the background
stimulus was a vowel judged by adult listeners to be near
ideal or ‘‘prototypical,’’ Kuhl �1991� conceptualized this as a
‘‘perceptual magnet effect’’ and suggested that infants come
to internalize vowel category prototypes similar to those for
adults, and that variants of the vowel category are perceptu-
ally assimilated to the prototype or ‘‘Native Language Mag-
net’’ �Kuhl, 1993� to a greater degree than could be ex-
plained by psychophysical distance alone.

As might be expected, whether one of the comparison
stimuli was a ‘‘prototype’’ or not, greater acoustic/auditory
distance resulted in greater discriminability, and infants were
generally more likely to respond when acoustic/auditory dif-
ferences were greater. This fact makes the results a bit more
difficult to interpret with regard to the process by which in-
fants respond differentially. In a sense, the paradigm pitted
the infant’s ability to discriminate two vowel tokens against
the infant’s tendency to respond equivalently to discrim-
inably different vowels that share some functional equiva-
lence. By analogy, one would not wish to suggest that infants
were incapable of detecting gender and age differences in
Kuhl’s �1983� experiments with the vowels /Ä/ and /Å/. In
any event, these studies �Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl,
1991� demonstrate that infants were less likely to respond
�indicating a stimulus change� when the background stimulus
represented a relatively good example of the vowel /{/. Kuhl
�1991� took this as evidence that there is an internal organi-
zation of phonetic categories around prototypic members that
is an ontogenetically early aspect of the speech code.

This conclusion is consonant with the ubiquitous finding
in psychological studies of categorization that instances of
categories or concepts, whether dogs or birds or automobiles,
are not equally exemplary. If one infers the existence and
nature of internal representations for categories from re-
sponses on a variety of tasks, such representations would
seem to have a graded structure—often described as being
centered around an ideal or ‘‘prototypical’’ instance of the
category �Rosch, 1975, 1978�. For now, the present authors
are agnostic with regard to the existence of internal represen-
tations for categories and are not prepared to require their
existence when the data mostly consist of differential re-
sponses to functionally near-equivalent instances. Some res-
ervations regarding the utility of posting representations such
as phonetic categories will be conveyed in later discussion in
this report. Here, the term ‘‘category’’ will be used only

when it is necessary to portray the intentions of other
investigators.1 Also, the terms ‘‘prototype’’ and ‘‘prototypi-
cal’’ will be used only for consistency with formulation of
these issues by others.2 Instead, descriptions of stimulus ma-
terials will hew more closely to physical dimensions, and
more neutral terminology such as ‘‘functional equivalence’’
or ‘‘functional mapping’’ will be used.

Considerations of terminology aside, Kuhl’s measure-
ments of infants’ differential responses to contrasts between
acoustically different instantiations of a given phoneme con-
stitute an important step in understanding how infants come
to perceptually organize sounds in a fashion appropriate to
their language. More fine-grained analyses of the overall
structure of infant functional mappings for vowel sounds �in
contrast to establishing only the centroid or prototype� will
be especially important, in part because, to a large extent, it
is the hallmark of other studies of categorization that such
equivalence classes have graded structures with some stimuli
�not only prototypes� being better exemplars than others.
Goodness judgments by adult listeners �Kuhl, 1991 � suggest
that, not only do equivalence classes for vowels have the
appearance of being structured around a best example or pro-
totype, but also that instances nearer to the best exemplar or
prototype are ‘‘better’’ members of the category—an arche-
typal category structure. Analogous data has been collected
for adult classification of consonants �e.g., Iverson and Kuhl,
1995; Massaro, 1987; Miller et al., 1983; Miller and Volai-
tis, 1989; Samuel, 1982�.

What has become apparent is that the degree to which
infants treat instances of a vowel distribution equivalently is
conditioned by their experience with a particular language.
Evidence supporting a role for learning can be found in a
study �Kuhl et al., 1992� using the same paradigm as Grieser
and Kuhl �1989; Kuhl, 1991� with infants from different lan-
guage environments. Six-month-old infants raised in
Swedish- and English-speaking environments exhibit quite
different tendencies to respond to changes from a relatively
good example to a relatively poor example of a vowel when
tokens are drawn from a distribution corresponding to the
Swedish high front rounded vowel /y/ versus a distribution
corresponding to the English vowel /{/. Again, for both
groups of infants, larger acoustic differences were detected
more easily for both native and non-native3 vowel sets. Im-
portantly, however, English infants were much more likely
to respond to differences between the relatively good ‘‘pro-
totype’’ high front rounded Swedish vowel /y/ and variants
of /y/ than they were to respond to differences between the
relatively good ‘‘prototype’’ English /{/ and its variants. The
complementary pattern was found for Swedish infants’ re-
sponses. The fact that infants are less likely to respond dif-
ferentially to examples of a vowel common within their lan-
guage environment is taken as evidence that, by six months
of age, infants have begun to treat similarly sounds that cor-
respond to functional groupings in their native-language en-
vironment.

By contrast, Kuhl �1991� found that, for rhesus monkey
subjects discriminating /{/ and /{/-like sounds in a task meth-
odologically analogous to that used with infants, there was
little or no evidence that relatively good /{/ stimuli are per-
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ceived as any more similar to other vowel sounds drawn
from a distribution of /{/ sounds than are relatively poor in-
stances. Taken together, results with human infants and with
monkeys have encouraged a number of researchers to pro-
pose that infants possess initial ‘‘language-universal’’ cat-
egories that are modified through exposure to the native lan-
guage to become language-specific categories of adult
language users �Miller and Eimas, 1996; for reviews, see
Best, 1994; Werker, 1994�. Most specifically, Eimas �1991�
has argued that there exists an innately given, universal set of
phonemes together with processes that enable the infant to
map acoustic variants onto phonemic category representa-
tions. In addition to being consistent with traditional nativist
accounts of language competence �e.g., Halle, 1990; Pinker
and Bloom, 1990�, innate phonetic categories may be conge-
nial to some essentialist accounts of concepts more generally
�Atran, 1987; Gelman and Wellman, 1991; Keil, 1987; Me-
din and Ortony, 1989�.

Kuhl �1991� was initially circumspect with regard to
such questions, presenting two potential explanations:
‘‘First, infants at birth could be biologically endowed with
mechanisms that define vowel prototypes for certain vowels
�e.g., the ‘quantal’ vowels� or for all of the vowels in all the
languages of the world . . . A second alternative is that the
effects are due to experience in listening to a specific lan-
guage. �p. 105�’’ More recently, Kuhl �1993� suggests that
native-language prototypes are most likely the product of
early experience in a language environment. Relatively little
has been revealed, however, about putative processes by
which learning and experience would shape development of
functional �phonemic� equivalence among vowel sounds if,
in fact, functional equivalence can be learned. It is necessary
to elucidate the processes by which functional equivalences
for vowel sounds might arise through experience and learn-
ing if they are to arise de novo. If equivalence classes �pho-
netic categories� for different acoustic instantiations of vow-
els can be a function of experience and general processes of
learning, what are the salient characteristics of the resulting
response structure? In particular, do patterns of responses to
learned vowel equivalence classes bear close resemblance to
response patterns measured for infant and adult humans?

The use of nonhuman animal subjects afforded Kuhl
�1991� the opportunity to assess vowel discrimination in a
model unfettered by extensive experience with distributional
properties of vowel sounds. In the present studies, animal
models are used to address explicitly questions relating to
experience with vowel sounds when language-specific prop-
erties are strictly controlled. The aim is to understand better
the nature of explicitly learned equivalence classes for vowel
sounds to afford comparison with extant measures from hu-
man infant and adult listeners. The nonhuman species used is
European starlings �Sturnus vulgaris�, a bird that has been
demonstrated to have hearing comparable to humans within
the frequency range of human vowel sounds �Dooling et al.,
1986; Kuhn et al., 1980, 1982� and appears to share a com-
mon mechanism of spectral analysis with many other verte-
brates including humans �Dooling et al., 1986�.

Because nonhuman animals have been shown to be rea-
sonably adept at responding differentially when presented

with contrasts between speech sounds �Kluender, 1991;
Kluender et al., 1987; Kluender and Lotto, 1994; Kuhl and
Miller, 1975, 1978; Kuhl and Padden, 1982, 1983� including
vowel sounds �Burdick and Miller, 1975; Kluender and
Diehl, 1987�, it is not enough simply to demonstrate that
starlings can respond differentially to different vowel
sounds. If general processes of learning serve to explain per-
ceptual development of speech perception by human infants,
then one needs to demonstrate that responses to vowel
equivalence classes learned by nonhuman subjects bear close
resemblance to response patterns measured for infant and
adult humans.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

The present effort began with synthesis of stimuli in
accord with the descriptions given by Grieser and Kuhl
�1989� and Kuhl �1991�. In a preliminary experiment �Lotto
et al., in press� a series of stimuli was drawn from their two
overlapping distributions of vowel sounds. �See top panel �a�
of Fig. 1.� With the exception of durational differences,
stimuli were synthesized in accordance with their descrip-
tions. Tokens for each of Kuhl’s �1991� distributions lay on
eight spokes radiating from a centroid in a mel-scaled
F1–F2 space. Lotto et al. �in press� used only the 13 stimuli
along the diagonal �filled symbols�. Sixteen listeners were
asked to judge the quality of these 13 vowel sounds with

FIG. 1. In the top panel �a�, 13 stimuli used in preliminary study �Lotto
et al., in press� are represented by filled circles and plotted in mel coordi-
nates corresponding to synthesizer frequency values for F1 and F2. All
circles, filled and unfilled, correspond to stimuli used by Kuhl �1991�. In the
bottom panel �b�, 19 vowel stimuli used in experiment 1 are plotted as filled
circles in a mel-scaled F1–F2 space. Unfilled circles correspond to F1 and
F2 values for /{/ and /(/ stimuli used in experiments 2 and 3.
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respect to whether each sounded most like the vowel in
‘‘heat,’’ ‘‘hat,’’ ‘‘hate,’’ ‘‘hit,’’ ‘‘head,’’ ‘‘hood,’’ or ‘‘none
of the above.’’ The most important feature of subjects’ re-
ported percepts is that at least two of the stimuli from Grieser
and Kuhl’s �1989� and Kuhl’s �1991� /{/ distribution �top
panel �a� of Fig. 1� typically were not perceived as /{/ by this
group of listeners. Much more common for these sounds
were percepts of /}/, /e/, and /(/. Because stimuli were not
included from other spokes from Kuhl’s �1991� distribution,
these data do not address the degree of which other stimuli
drawn from that distribution would be perceived as /{/. This
observation that some of the tokens intended to be perceived
as /{/ by Grieser and Kuhl �1989� and by Kuhl �1991� are not
perceived as /{/ is consistent with earlier reports �Iverson and
Kuhl, 1995; Lively, 1993; Sussman and Lauckner-Morano,
1995�.

In the interest of employing a set of stimuli that would
constitute a distribution of reasonably compelling instances
of the vowel /{/, a second series of stimuli were synthesized.
In order to better delineate a range of acceptable tokens of
the vowel /{/, these stimuli were presented to naive listeners
for identification.

A. Method
1. Subjects

Sixteen college-age adults served as subjects. For all ex-
periments reported here involving human objects, individuals
learned English as their first language and reported normal
hearing. All subjects received Introductory Psychology class
credit for their participation.

2. Stimuli
Nineteen five-formant vowel stimuli were synthesized

using the cascade branch of the Klatt �1980� software syn-
thesizer implemented in CSRE �CSYNTR16; Jamieson
et al., 1992� on a microcomputer with 12-bit resolution at a
10-kHz sampling rate and were stored on computer disk.
Stimuli were synthesized with parameters chosen from along
a diagonal in a mel-scaled F1–F2 space �see filled circles in
bottom panel �b� of Fig. 1�. In contrast to earlier efforts and
in the interest of better circumscribing a region of perceptu-
ally acceptable instances of /{/, stimuli were spaced only 20
mel apart along the diagonal. The diagonal was at 45° rela-
tive to the mel-scaled F1–F2 plane, so the F1 and F2 mel
values of each stimulus were of equal increments or decre-
ments relative to adjacent stimuli. The fifth stimulus from the
most extreme �low F1, high F2� end of the diagonal shared
the same F1 and F2 values as the centroid of the /{/ distri-
bution used previously �Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991�
and conformed to mean values for male talkers measured by
Peterson and Barney �1952�. Center frequencies �Hz� and
mel values for F1 and F2 are listed in Table I. Synthesizer
values for F3, F4, and F5 were held constant at 2780, 3300,
and 3850 Hz, respectively. Formant bandwidths, B1, B2, B3,
B4, and B5, were 50, 70, 110, 250, and 200 Hz, respectively.
Duration of each stimulus was 300 ms. Although Grieser and
Kuhl �1989� and Kuhl �1991� used 500-ms stimuli, and Iver-
son and Kuhl �1995� used 435-ms stimuli, 300 ms was cho-
sen as a reasonable compromise between those rather ex-

treme durations and shorter more natural durations.
Fundamental frequency was held constant at 120 Hz. A
25-ms linear amplitude ramp was imposed on the beginning
and end of each stimulus.

3. Procedure
Given the intended application for these stimuli �experi-

ment 2� and the present emphasis upon the range of accept-
able /{/ stimuli, a forced-choice identification task was used.
Subjects were asked to identify stimuli as /{/ or as /(/. The
choice of /(/ as an alternative was based upon the authors’
perception of many of these shorter �300 vs 435 ms� stimuli
being better examples of /(/ than of /|/ or /}/. Stimulus pre-
sentation was under control of a microcomputer. Following
D/A conversion �Ariel DSP-16�, stimuli were low-pass fil-
tered �Frequency Devices 677, cutoff frequency 4.8 kHz�
prior to being attenuated �Analog Devices AD7111 digital
attenuator�, amplified �Stewart HDA4�, and played over
headphones �Beyer DT-100� at 70 dB SPL. Calibration of
presentation level was achieved by first matching the rms
level of all stimuli to a 1-kHz tone prior to D/A conversion.
Subjects were instructed to press either of two buttons la-
beled ‘‘heat’’ and ‘‘hit’’ to indicate which of these alterna-
tives best characterized the vowel sound heard on a trial.

B. Results

Data pooled across 16 listeners are presented in Fig. 2.
The first nine stimuli were labeled as /{/ quite reliably
�greater than 85% of presentations�. As F1 and F2 values
increase and decrease, respectively, more stimuli are identi-
fied as /(/, not /{/. Based upon this distribution of responses, it
was now possible to construct with confidence distributions
of /{/ and /(/ exemplars for presentation in the following
equivalence class learning experiment.

TABLE I. Synthesis parameters for first and second formants of stimuli
used in experiment 2 depicted as both Hz and mel.

Hertz mel

F1 F2 F1 F2

221 2421 288 1775
233 2388 303 1760
246 2355 317 1746
258 2322 331 1732
270 2290 345 1718
283 2258 359 1704
295 2226 373 1690
308 2194 387 1676
321 2163 402 1661
334 2132 416 1647
347 2102 430 1633
360 2071 444 1619
374 2041 458 1605
387 2011 472 1590
401 1982 486 1576
415 1953 500 1562
429 1924 515 1548
443 1896 529 1534
457 1868 543 1520
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II. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was designed to answer the primary ques-
tion addressed in this report. If equivalence classes for dif-
ferent acoustic instantiations of a given vowel can be a func-
tion of experience and learning, what are the salient
characteristics of the resulting response structure? In particu-
lar, are response gradients acquired through learning compa-
rable to response gradients measured for infant and adult
human listeners? Animal studies of speech perception have
been used to assess auditory processes without confounds of
effects of experience �e.g., Dooling et al., 1995; Kluender
and Lotto, 1994; Kuhl, 1981, 1986, 1991�. In contrast, the
present study is designed explicitly to engage processes of
learning in an animal for which experience with speech
sounds can be precisely controlled. European starlings �Stur-
nus vulgaris� were trained to respond differentially to stimuli
drawn from distributions of vowel sounds representative of
English vowels, /{/ and /(/, or from distributions constructed
to be orthogonal to the /{/ and /(/ distributions in a mel-scaled
F1–F2 plane. These orthogonal distributions roughly corre-
spond to high front rounded vowel /Ñ/ and high mid rounded
vowel /'/ like those occurring in Swedish. Half of the birds
were assigned as /{–(/ birds, and half were assigned as /Ñ–'/
birds.

A. Method

1. Subjects
Eight European starlings �Sturnus vulgaris� served as

subjects in the learning experiment. Free-feed weights
ranged from 66 to 102 g.

2. Stimuli
A total of 196 vowel stimuli were synthesized represent-

ing equal 49 token distributions of the English vowels /{/ and
/(/ and of the two orthogonal distributions /Ñ/ and /'/. Distri-
butions for /{/ and /(/ vowels alone are represented in the
bottom panel �b� of Fig. 1, and distributions for all four

vowels are shown in Fig. 3. From experiment 1, it is inferred
that all 49 examples of /{/ were reasonably good versions of
the English vowel /{/. The centroid of /(/ was synthesized
with values very close to the mean values for /(/ measured by
Peterson and Barney �1952�, and the authors perceived all
members of the /(/ distribution to be acceptable versions of
the English vowel /(/. However, owing partially to the dura-
tion of the stimuli, a few instances were not particularly
compelling versions of a lax vowel. Centroids for /Ñ/ and /'/
were determined on the basis of considerations other than
appropriateness as exemplars of vowels from Swedish or any
other language. Instead, centroids for /Ñ/ and /'/ were chosen
so that the cluster of four distributions fulfilled a number of
experimental desiderata including denser sampling, orthogo-
nality, and evaluation of discrimination versus functional
equivalence �categorization�.

Of course, none of the vowels closely mimic realistic
productions representative of infant experience. Steady-state
vowels, with variations of only F1 and F2 and excluding
diphthongal patterns, consonantal contexts, and durational
differences, may be pale imitations of the real thing; how-
ever, static monophthongal vowels are consistent with previ-
ous studies addressing the same and related questions. Al-
though formant values for /Ñ/ closely approximate stimuli
used for Kuhl et al. �1992�, it is unlikely that any of the
stimuli in this distribution would constitute particularly good
examples of Swedish /Ñ/ for two reasons. First, for Swedish,
/Ñ/ is heavily diphthongized, and these sounds are monoph-
thongal. Second, high front rounded vowels have relatively
low-frequency F3, and the range of F2 frequencies used
across the distribution preclude the use of F3 values appro-
priate for a high front rounded vowel. Both of these reserva-
tions hold for the synthetic versions of Swedish /Ñ/ used by
Kuhl et al. �1992�.

FIG. 2. Identification data from 16 listeners responding ‘‘heat’’ or ‘‘hit’’
when identifying 19 vowel stimuli in experiment 1 and depicted in the
bottom panel �b� of Fig. 1. Stimuli 5 and 11 �indicated by *� share F1 and
F2 values with ‘‘prototype /{/’’ and ‘‘nonprototype /{/’’ stimuli, respectively,
used by Kuhl �1991�.

FIG. 3. Mel-scaled plot of 196 vowel stimuli synthesized for experiment 2
representing equal 49-token distributions of the English vowels /{/ and /(/
and vowels approximate to /Ñ/ and /'/. Filled circles represent stimuli used
in training. Unfilled circles, filled squares, and the symbols /{/, /(/, /Ñ/, and
/'/ �centroids� correspond to stimuli withheld until the testing phase of
experiment 2. Squares labeled A, B, C, D correspond to pairs of stimuli used
in comparison of between- and within-distribution response strengths.
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The four distributions of stimuli differed in several ways
from the original Grieser and Kuhl �1989� and Kuhl �1991�
stimuli, First, 12 spokes of stimuli, instead of 8, emanated
from the centroids. Second, stimuli were synthesized along
each spoke with F1 and F2 frequency values corresponding
to four 20-mel increments. As seen from experiment 1, the
smaller step size afforded a more realistic approximation of
the perceptually acceptable area in the F1–F2 plane for a
given vowel sound. Half again as many spokes and the
smaller step size together contributed to more compact dis-
tributions that provided a denser sampling of the perceptual
space.

There are two other important aspects of these stimulus
distributions that bear note. First, each pair of vowel distri-
butions �/{/–/(/, /Ñ/–/'/� is orthogonal to the other in a mel-
scaled space. One virtue of this arrangement is that any con-
founds related to predispositions of the auditory system or to
effects from experience with other sounds can be detected or
eliminated.

Second, vowel pairs overlap sufficiently to assess sepa-
rately the contributions of discrimination versus functional
equivalence. This is because some subsets of stimuli that
require differential responding by half the subjects do not
require differential responding to the other half of the sub-
jects. For example, one can see from stimuli marked by filled
squares in Fig. 3 that stimuli to which /{–(/ birds should
respond differentially �A vs B and C vs D� do not require
differential responding by /Ñ–'/ birds �A,B both /'/ and C,D
both /Ñ/�. These comparisons afford direct measurement of
whether subjects respond similarly due to functional equiva-
lence or due to lack of discriminability.

All stimuli for experiment 2 were synthesized with the
same values for duration, amplitude contour, f 0 contour, for-
mant bandwidth, F3, F4, and F5 as stimuli from experiment
1. Formant-frequency values for F1 and F2 at the centroids
for the /{/ were 270 and 2290 Hz �344.8 and 1718.1 mels as
in experiment 1�, and 389 and 1986 Hz �484.8 and 1578.1
mels� for /(/. First and second formant values for /(/ differ
minimally from Peterson and Barney �1952� average values
of 390 and 1990 Hz for men. Values of F1 and F2 at the
centroids were 270 and 1986 Hz �344.8 and 1578.1 mels� for
/Ñ/, and 389 and 2290 Hz �484.8 and 1718.1 mels� for /'/.
Formant frequencies for the other 48 stimuli for each distri-
bution were placed at 20-mel intervals measured from the
centroid, 4 on each of the 12 spokes for each distribution.

3. Procedure
Birds were first trained by means of operant procedures

to peck differentially to vowels either drawn from distribu-
tions for /{/ or /(/, or drawn from distributions for /Ñ/ and /'/.
Following 5 to 20 h of food deprivation �adjusted to each
bird individually for optimal performance4�, birds were
placed in a sound-proof operant chamber �Industrial Acous-
tics Corp. AC1� inside a larger single-wall sound-proof
booth �Suttle Acoustics Corp�. In a go/no-go task, birds
pecked a single lighted 1.2-cm-square key located 15 cm
above the floor and centered below the speaker. For two of
the /{–(/ birds, pecks to /{/ were positively reinforced, while,
for the other two, pecks to /(/ were positively reinforced. For

two of the /Ñ–'/ birds, pecks to /Ñ/ were positively rein-
forced, while, for the other two, pecks to /'/ were positively
reinforced. Stimuli were presented, responses were recorded,
and reinforcement was controlled by a 80286 microcomputer
with an Ariel DSP16 A/D–D/A board and custom parallel
I/O.

On each trial, a single vowel sound was presented re-
peatedly once per 1.3 s at an average A-weighted peak level
of 70 dB SPL measured at the approximate location of the
bird’s head �Bruel & Kjaer type 2232�. Stimuli were equated
for rms energy level prior to attenuation. On a trial-by-trial
basis, the intensity of the sound was varied randomly from
70 dB by �0–5 dB �mean�70 dB SPL� through a computer-
controlled digital attenuator �Analog Devices 7111�. This
roving intensity level mitigated the opportunity for respond-
ing correctly on the basis of relative loudness. Average du-
ration of each trial was 30 s, varying geometrically from 10
to 65 s. Intertrial interval was 15 s. No sound or light �other
than normal chamber illumination� was presented during the
intertrial interval. Responses to positive stimuli were rein-
forced on a variable interval schedule by 1.5–2.0 s access to
food from a hopper beneath the peck key. Duration of hopper
access was adjusted for each bird for consistent performance
across a session. Average interval to reinforcement was 30 s
�10 to 65 s�, so that positive stimuli were reinforced on an
average of once per trial. Note that when a trial was long
�e.g., 57 or 65 s� and times to reinforcement were short �e.g.,
10 or 12 s�, reinforcement was available more than once.
Likewise, on shorter positive trials, reinforcement did not
become available if time to reinforcement was longer than
the trial. Such intermittent reinforcement encouraged consis-
tent peck rates during subsequent non-reinforced test trials.
During negative trials, birds were required to refrain from
pecking for 5 s in order for presentation of the stimulus to be
terminated.

Following magazine training and autoshaping proce-
dures, reinforcement contingencies were gradually intro-
duced over a one-week period in sessions of 60 to 72 trials
each. During that first week: mean amplitude of the stimuli
was increased from 35 to 70 dB SPL in order to introduce
the sound without startling the birds; average trial duration
increased from 5 to 30 s; intertrial interval decreased from 40
to 15 s; average time to reinforcement was increased from 5
to 30 s; access to the food hopper was decreased from 4.0 to
2.0 s; and the ratio of positive to negative trials decreased
from 4:1 to 1:1.

Birds were trained first to respond differentially to a
subset of 64 of the sounds included in their respective pairs
of vowel distributions. Training stimuli are represented as
filled symbols in Fig. 3. Some stimuli �unfilled symbols and
filled squares�, including the centroids of the distributions,
were withheld from presentation during the training phase of
the study. These stimuli were reserved for the test phase in
order to be used as novel exemplars to assess the degree of
generalization to novel tokens and to assess the response
structure in a way that is unconfounded with history of rein-
forcement. All birds learned quickly to respond correctly to
training tokens of /{/ versus /(/, or /Ñ/ versus /'/, pecking at
least twice as often to positive stimuli versus negative stimuli
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at the end of 80 days of training �5120 trials�. Birds contin-
ued to be trained with the subset of representatives of their
distributions for a total of 101 training sessions.

The eight birds were then tested on novel examples �the
centroids and other stimuli that had not yet been presented
from the birds’ respective distributions �/{/–/(/, /Ñ/–/'/��. A
subset of previously reinforced training stimuli �eight from
each vowel-sound distribution� also were tested as test
stimuli in this second stage of the experiment to make pos-
sible comparisons between experienced exemplars and novel
instances of the distributions. Across 50 daily sessions, all 50
test stimuli �34 novel�16 non-novel� were presented 20
times each. During a single test session, 20 novel stimuli
were presented individually in 30-s trials. During presenta-
tion of novel stimuli, no contingencies were in effect. Birds
neither received food reinforcement nor needed to refrain
from pecking in order for presentation to terminate after 30 s.
Trials with novel stimuli were interspersed among the 64
reinforced trials using non-novel training stimuli. Test trials
could not occur until after 15 non-novel stimulus trials had
been presented. This assured that each bird ‘‘settled in’’ to
the task before responding to test stimuli.

B. Results

Data for all birds across four conditions are displayed in
Fig. 4. For each subject, the two highest and two lowest
response rates to a given stimulus were not entered into the
analyses.5 Whether birds were reinforced for pecking to /{/,
/(/, /Ñ/, or /'/, the same basic patterns of data were seen.
There were no systematic differences between /{–(/ and
/Ñ–'/ birds, nor were there any systematic differences as a
consequence of which vowel in a pair was designated posi-
tive. Consequently, in order to evaluate performance across

the eight avian subjects, data as a function of F1 and F2
values were reflected and/or rotated to align positive and
negative vowel clusters in the F1–F2 plane. Data for cases
when /(/ was positive were rotated 180 degrees to conform
with data for cases when /{/ was positive. For /Ñ/ and /'/, a
reflection is required to meet the same end. Values from
cases for which /Ñ/ was positive were reflected over an F2
axis separating /Ñ/ from /{/. Values from cases for which /'/
was positive were reflected over an F1 axis separating /'/
from /{/. Analogous reflections were performed prior to
analysis for negative categories. Finally, in order to normal-
ize for individual differences in peck rates, mean peck rates
in pecks per minute were converted to percentages of the
maximum mean peck rate measured for each bird in response
to any test trial.

Multiple linear regression analyses were conducted
separately for peck rates to novel positive stimuli and to
novel negative stimuli. Three independent variables were en-
tered into the multiple regression analyses: F1 value �mels�;
F2 value �mels�; and distance from centroid of the distribu-
tion �mels�. These dimensions are orthogonal, thus avoiding
many of the usual concerns regarding multivariate measures.
For stimuli to which birds were reinforced for pecking �posi-
tive�, all three variables contributed significantly to predic-
tion of peck rate. The three-variable regression was statisti-
cally significant (Fratio3,132�26.37, p�0.0001, multiple R
�0.61). The value of F2 had the greatest contribution (r
�0.52, p�0.001) followed by F1 value (r��0.28, p
�0.001) followed by distance from the centroid (r
��0.14, p�0.05). Using as an example the two birds for
which /{/ was the positive vowel, regression analysis indi-
cates that birds pecked most vigorously in response to
stimuli with higher F2 and lower F1, and overlaid upon this
pattern is a tendency to peck more rapidly to stimuli closer to
the centroid of the distribution of /{/ tokens. The same pattern
was seen for each vowel distribution: highest rates for high
F1 and low F2 for /(/, low F1 and low F2 for /Ñ/, and for
high F1 and high F2 for /'/, with enhanced responding near
the centroid for all cases.

For stimuli to which birds were trained to refrain from
pecking �negative�, the same basic pattern was found with all
three variables again contributing significantly to prediction
of peck rate. The overall regression was significant �F
ratio3,132�33.22, p�0.0001, multiple R�0.66). The ordinal
relation of the three variables predicting peck rates was the
same as for the positive cases. The value of F2 had the
greatest contribution (r�0.46, p�0.001) followed by F1
value (r��0.37, p�0.001) followed by distance from the
centroid (r�0.28, p�0.001). Using the same example of
the two birds for which /{/ was positive and /(/ was the nega-
tive vowel, the regression analysis indicates that birds
pecked least in response to stimuli with lower F2 and higher
F1, and overlaid upon this pattern is a tendency to peck
relatively less to stimuli closer to the centroid of the distri-
bution of /(/ tokens. The same pattern was seen for each
vowel distribution: lowest rates for low F1 and high F2 for
/(/, high F1 and high F2 for /Ñ/, and for low F1 and low F2
for /'/, with diminished responding near the centroid for all
cases. For both positive and negative stimuli, response rate

FIG. 4. From experiment 2, adjusted peck rates as a function of F1 and F2
values are plotted as histograms on x �F1� and y �F2� axes following
rotation/reflections to align responses in the /{/–/(/ diagonal. Bar heights
correspond to mean peck rates for stimuli with a given F1 or F2 value
following scaling to each bird’s maximum peck rate for any stimulus.
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for any given stimulus can be reasonably well predicted on
the bases of F1 and F2 values and on the distance from the
centroids of the distributions.

The reader may recall that one of the difficulties in in-
terpreting infant responses is that one cannot know whether
infants fail to respond because they cannot discriminate two
stimuli or because they are treating discriminably different
stimuli equivalently. To address this question in the present
experiment, distributions had been constructed to overlap in
a manner such that some pairs of stimuli were included in a
single distribution for one set of birds, but were divided be-
tween the two distributions for the other set of birds. Labels
A, B, C, and D denoted these four pairs in Fig. 3. Analyses
of peck rates for these pairs of stimuli indicate that pairs of
vowels from the same distribution for one set of birds �e.g.,
/{–(/� were, indeed, discriminably different for the other set
of birds �e.g., /Ñ–'/�. Average absolute-value differences in
normalized peck rates are plotted in Fig. 5.

When stimuli were assigned to different distributions
�B–C and A–D for /Ñ–'/; A–B and C–D for /{–(/� the av-
erage difference was 71.94 pecks per minute, a significantly
greater response difference (t14�15.58, p�0.0001) as com-
pared to an average difference of 7.14 pecks for minute when
stimuli were drawn from the same distribution �A–B and
C–D for /Ñ–'/; B–C and A–D for /{–(/�. The fact that dif-
ferences in peck rates were so much greater for stimuli as-
signed to different distributions �/{/ vs /(/, /Ñ/ vs /'/� com-
pared to stimuli drawn from the same distribution �/{/, /(/, /Ñ/,
or /'/� can be taken as strong evidence that the degree to
which stimuli elicit the same response cannot be explained
simply as a lack of discriminability. It appears that birds
learned to treat discriminably different stimuli as function-
ally equivalent.

C. Discussion

From the data for the eight birds, several observations
can be made. First, relative frequencies of the two primary
spectral prominences �F1 and F2� were good predictors of
how these two-vowel spaces became organized for starling
subjects. Within the context of general principles of learning,
analogous effects are well established and may remind the
reader of classical theories of discrimination learning �e.g.,

Spence, 1936, 1937, 1952, 1960�. One of the essential facts
that these early learning theorists wished to explain was that
a positive response to one stimulus �S�� was affected by the
nature of a second stimulus �S�� which discouraged re-
sponding. A classic experiment in this regard �Hanson, 1959�
demonstrated that the peak of the discrimination function for
responses by pigeons that were trained to respond to a visual
stimulus at one wavelength �S�� would shift to a longer
wavelength when S� was a shorter wavelength. Basically,
this ‘‘peak shift effect’’ consisted of the response pattern to
S� �excitatory� being skewed away from S� �inhibitory�.

In the present experiment, strength of responses to
stimuli from positive distributions became greater as the fre-
quencies of spectral prominences for F1 and F2 were more
distant from those for the negative distributions. For the ex-
ample of the vowels /{/ �S�� and /(/ �S��, response strength
increased with decreasing F1 and increasing F2 frequencies.
This pattern is consistent with what one would expect on the
basis of precedents in the learning literature. Lest one con-
sider this point to be of significance only as it pertains to a
trivial consistency between pigeon and starling performance,
it bears note that such behavior is consistent with classic
perspectives in phonetics. As Jakobson and Halle wrote in
The Fundamentals of Language �1971, p. 22� ‘‘All pho-
nemes denote nothing but mere otherness.’’ In this case, the
degree to which a stimulus is treated as /{/, /(/, /Ñ/, or /'/
depends considerably upon the degree to which the stimulus
is not /(/, /{/, /'/, or /Ñ/, respectively. This tradition was ex-
tended, for example, in the simulation studies by Liljencrantz
and Lindblom �1972� and later by Lindblom �1986� in which
many of the consistencies in vowel systems across languages
could be explained by the principle of languages using vowel
sounds that are as mutually distinctive as possible in acoustic
and/or auditory space. When one considers the present ex-
periment as one for which the task for subjects is to organize
a very small vowel space, such ‘‘mere otherness’’ plays an
influential role.

However consistent the data may be with regard to pre-
cedents in the learning and phonetics literature, there exists a
potentially disquieting difference between starling response
patterns and previous reports of adult human goodness rat-
ings for distributions of /{/ tokens. Following the necessary
reflections, all eight starlings exhibited graded response
structures with increasing response strength as the frequen-
cies of F1 and F2 became more distant from formant fre-
quencies for the opposing vowel distribution. However, Kuhl
�1991� found no strong evidence for this sort of anisotro-
phism for goodness judgments by adult humans for stimuli
distributed around the same centroid but with 30-mel step
sizes. While it is true that the present experiment employed
distributions of more densely packed stimuli relative to ear-
lier efforts �e.g., Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991�, this
difference between human and starling data bears note. Ex-
periment 3 of this report provides adult human judgments of
the stimuli used in Experiment 2, and discussion of these
discrepancies will receive fuller attention.

Turning now to the third predictor of response strength,
consider the fact that response rates were greater for positive
distributions and lesser for negative distributions when

FIG. 5. Average differences in peck rates in response to pairs of stimuli
when drawn from the same vowel sound distribution or from different dis-
tributions.
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stimuli were nearer to centroids of the distributions. Figure 6
displays adjusted peck rate data averaged across conditions
for stimuli at different distances from the centroids of posi-
tive and negative distributions. Such response patterns—
whether derived from ratings of ‘‘goodness,’’ response times
in category judgment tasks, or response rates/probabilities—
are frequently considered among the hallmarks of ‘‘cat-
egory’’ structure.

Gradients present for starling data stand in contrast to
Kuhl’s �1991� finding that rhesus monkeys showed no evi-
dence of response differences beyond those predicted simply
by acoustic/auditory distance. Monkeys were equally profi-
cient discriminating pairs of vowel stimuli when one stimu-
lus was the prototype /{/ as when one stimulus was the poorer
rendition �nonprototype� of /{/. Despite the fact that distribu-
tions were more densely sampled in the present case, the
centroids for /{/ distributions in both studies were near iden-
tical to those for Kuhl �1991�. There are two reasons not to
consider the present results to be at odds. First, Kuhl �1991�
used a within-distribution discrimination task; monkeys were
reinforced for responding to within-distribution stimulus dif-
ferences. The present case is more akin to actual use of pho-
netic distinctions with starlings reinforced for responding to
between-distribution differences with no encouragement to
respond differentially to within-distribution differences. Sec-
ond, monkeys did not have the benefit of extensive experi-
ence with the distributions of vowel sounds. Of course, this
is not analogous to the case for starlings in the present study
nor for the comparison case of six-month-old human infants
who have been bathed in a half-year exposure to distribu-
tions of vowel sounds.

Overall, there is little to recommend a sensory account.
The monkey data suggest that differential effects, vis a vis
the centroid, are not a consequence of any general auditory

predeposition. The fact that starling data did not differ sys-
tematically as a function of vowel �/{/, /(/, /Ñ/, /'/� suggests
that none of these sounds is privileged in acoustic/auditory
terms.

It is beyond the scope of the present report to review
theories of categorization; however, it bears note that all
theories of categorization strive, at least in part, to explain
the ubiquitous finding of graded structure. This is true for the
class of probabilistic models which include spreading activa-
tion �e.g., Collins and Loftus, 1975� or feature comparison
�Smith et al., 1974� and which often include hypothesis of
some internal prototype with which particular instances are
compared �see, e.g., Posner and Keele, 1968; Strange et al.,
1970�. Others have proposed that graded structure can be
accommodated in exemplar-based models by which stimuli
are categorized with reference to stored exemplars of indi-
vidual experienced instances �e.g., Hintzman and Ludlam,
1980; Medin and Schaffer, 1978�. Finally, more recent con-
nectionist models of distributed memory �e.g., Knapp and
Anderson, 1984� also result in graded category structure.

One explanation offered for the results of the earlier
studies by Kuhl and her colleagues �Grieser and Kuhl, 1989;
Iverson and Kuhl, 1995; Kuhl, 1991, 1993� is that vowel
‘‘categories’’ could be conceptualized as being organized
around an ideal or prototypical version of the vowel. Kuhl
�1993� argues for experience-based versus innate prototypes,
and the present data are consistent with this in as much as
starlings would be unlikely genetic recipients of prototypes
for the human vowel sounds /{/, /(/, /Ñ/, /'/. With respect to
humans, Kluender �1994� has made the argument that, in
general, principles of natural selection would not encourage
innate predispositions for speech sounds that are relatively
infrequent among the worlds languages. In this respect, none
of the vowels used in this study, with the exception of /{/,
occurs with great frequency among languages. Even for very
common /{/, acoustic properties can vary considerably across
languages.

For the most part, theories of human categorization be-
havior do not rely upon endowment with innate prototypes or
concepts; although, some essentialist accounts of concepts
have been influential �Atran, 1987; Gelman and Wellman,
1991; Keil, 1987; Medin and Ortony, 1989�. Instead, most
attempts to explain categorization behavior make do with the
assumption that the environment provides ample structure
for experience to define and shape internalized category
structure. In the present case with starlings, one would infer
that experience with distributional properties of these vowel
sounds served as the basis for development of the graded
response structures. More specifically, behavior comes to re-
flect experienced probability-density functions in as much as
vowel-sound distributions were more dense nearer to the
centroid. Following experiment 3, a simple linear learning
model will be presented that tests how, for starlings �and
humans�, experience with distributional properties of vowel
sounds may give rise to graded response structures.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

Starling response gradients, both for /{–(/ birds and for
/Ñ–'/ birds, differed from the /{/ category gradient inferred

FIG. 6. From experiment 3, adjusted peck rate data averaged across condi-
tions for stimuli at different distances from the centroids of positive �top A�
and negative �bottom B� distributions.
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from adult goodness judgments in Kuhl �1991�. In particular,
the majority of the variance in human judgments measured in
that earlier study by Kuhl could be attributed to distance
from the centroid �prototype� with little observable influence
of F1 and F2 frequency per se. In the present experiment, a
goodness judgment task much like that used by Kuhl �1991�
with adult human subjects was used to assess the pattern of
relative ‘‘goodness’’ judgments of /{/ and /(/ stimuli used in
experiment 2.

A. Method

1. Subjects
Thirteen college-age adults served as subjects. All sub-

jects learned English as their first language, reported normal
hearing, and received Introductory Psychology class credit
for their participation.

2. Stimuli
All 98 stimuli from the distributions for /{/ and /(/ em-

ployed in experiment 2 were used in experiment 3.

3. Procedure
The subjects’ task was to judge all vowel tokens with

regard to the extent to which each token constituted a
‘‘good’’ example of the vowel /{/ or the vowel /(/. One to
three subjects were tested concurrently in three single-
subject sound-proof chambers �Suttle Equipment Corp.� dur-
ing a single half-hour experimental session. Each of the 98
stimuli was presented six times in random order at an inten-
sity level of 70 dB SPL at a rate of about one stimulus every
3 s. To avoid any bias being introduced by the particular
pronunciation of the experimenter, all instructions were writ-
ten. Subjects were instructed to press one of seven buttons
labeled ‘‘1 good hit,’’ ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘3,’’ ‘‘4,’’ ‘‘5,’’ ‘‘6,’’ and ‘‘7
good heat’’ to indicate the degree to which each token
sounded like a good example of /(/ or /{/. After selecting one
of the seven alternatives, subjects pressed an eighth button to
indicate that they were satisfied with their selection. To make
certain that subjects were familiar with the range and distri-
bution of the stimulus tokens, the first two blocks of 98 re-
sponses were considered practice and were not subjected to
further analysis.

B. Results

All subjects had no problems conforming with instruc-
tions and completing the task. Patterns of average ratings
across the 13 subjects are displayed in Fig. 7. Analogous to
the analysis for experiment 2, F1 value �mels�, F2 value
�mels�, and distance from centroid of the distribution �mels�
were entered into the multiple regression analyses. Regres-
sion analyses were run separately for responses to stimuli
from the /{/ and /(/ distributions. For responses to /{/ stimuli,
regression on only two variables was statistically significant
�F ratio3,634�30.20, p�0.0001, multiple R�0.35). The
value of F2 had the greatest contribution (r�0.33, p
�0.001) followed by distance from the centroid (r

��0.13, p�0.001�. The value of F1 did not contribute sig-
nificantly to predicting the relative goodness of /{/ tokens
(r��0.04, p�0.34).

For judgments of /(/, all three variables contributed sig-
nificantly to prediction of ratings. The three-variable regres-
sion was statistically significant �F ratio3,634�45.88, p
�0.0001, multiple R�0.42). Distance from the centroid had
the greatest contribution (r�0.30, p�0.001) followed by
F2 value (r�0.24, p�0.001) followed by value of F1 (r
��0.18, p�0.001).

Regression analyses were conducted to quantify the cor-
respondence between starling responses to distributions for
/{/, /(/, /Ñ/, and /'/ and adult human goodness ratings for the
/{/ and /(/ distributions. For starlings, the data consisted of the
responses to novel test tokens drawn from respective positive
and negative distributions following reflections as before for
/{/, /(/, /Ñ/, and /'/. Response rates for these 34 tokens, 17
novel positive tokens and 17 negative, were compared with
goodness ratings for corresponding tokens of /{/ and /(/, re-
spectively. The correlation between responses to tokens
drawn from positive and negative distributions �for starlings�
and goodness judgments of corresponding /{/ and /(/ tokens
�for humans� was extremely high (r�0.999, p�0.0001) in-
dicating that, across the two distributions, starling responses
and adult human judgments were in generally close corre-
spondence.

Given the source of much of the variance in the data for
both human and avian subjects, such substantial correlation
may not be surprising. Much of the variance across response
rates and across ratings for the two distributions is related to
differential responses to two distributions of sounds. Star-
lings were trained to respond differentially to contrasts be-
tween /{/ vs /(/ or /Ñ/ vs /'/, and humans were asked to rate
instances of phonemically distinct classes of sounds /{/ and

FIG. 7. From experiment 3, average ratings by 13 human listeners of good
/{/ �7� to good /(/ �1� for 34 stimuli presented to starlings as novel test
stimuli. Histograms are as a function of F1 and F2 values.
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/(/. Consequently, much of the total variance entered into the
correlation analysis can be interpreted with respect to re-
sponses being of two distinct types owing to the use of two
distinct distributions of sounds. As such, the extremely high
degree of shared variance may have more to do with variance
between vowel distributions than with variance within vowel
distributions, a central focus of this effort.

In order to address correspondences between response
patterns within individual vowel distributions, separate re-
gression analyses were conducted for starling responses to
novel positive tokens and human judgments of correspond-
ing tokens of /{/, and for starling responses to negative tokens
and human judgments of corresponding tokens of /(/. The
correlation between starling peck rates to the 17 novel
stimuli drawn from positive distributions and human good-
ness judgments of the corresponding stimuli drawn from the
/{/ distribution was substantial (r�0.671, p�0.01). The cor-
relation between starling peck rates to the 17 novel stimuli
drawn from negative distributions and human goodness judg-
ments of stimuli drawn from the /(/ distribution was still
greater (r�0.784, p�0.001).

The choice of /{/ as the benchmark positive distribution
was an arbitrary one; /(/ could have been used. Although the
lack of systematic variation as a consequence of which
vowel was designated positive suggests that this choice
ought not matter, two additional regression analyses were
conducted. One analysis compared responses to tokens
drawn from positive distributions for starlings with goodness
judgments for /(/, and one compared responses to tokens
drawn from negative distributions for starlings with good-
ness judgments for /{/. Both of these correlations were com-
parable to those computed for the previous complementary
relationships. The correlation between peck rates in response
to novel positive tokens and goodness judgments for corre-
sponding /(/ tokens was significant yielding r�0.697 (p
�0.002). The correlation between responses to novel nega-
tive tokens and goodness judgments for corresponding /{/
tokens also was significant yielding r�0.703 (p�0.002).

Overall, there was a remarkable correspondence be-
tween human goodness judgments and starling peck rates.
With the exception of the negligible contribution of F1 fre-
quency on goodness judgments for /{/, overall pattern of hu-
man responses is quite consistent with the starling measures.

Figure 8 displays mean goodness ratings as a function of
distance from the centroids of the distributions for /{/ and /(/.
This tendency to attribute a greater degree of ‘‘goodness’’ to
tokens with formant-frequency values nearer the centroids of
these distributions is consistent with Kuhl’s �1991� measure-
ments for a broader distribution of tokens which shared the
same /{/ centroid as used in these experiments. Although
broad gradients corresponding to values of F2 for /{/ judg-
ments and to F1 and F2 for /(/ judgments do not correspond
well to Kuhl’s data, the effects, particularly for /{/ were not
unanticipated. Lively �1993� synthesized /{/ stimuli compa-
rable �30-mel rings� to those used by Kuhl �1991�, and while
his adult human subjects demonstrated a significant effect of
distance from the centroid for both ‘‘prototype’’ and ‘‘non-
prototype’’ conditions, vowels with higher F2 values were
given the highest goodness ratings. From Lively’s figures,

one also can observe that the value of F1 played a negligible
role in goodness ratings for /{/. Human goodness judgments
elicited for tokens from tighter, denser distributions in ex-
periment 3 correspond well with Lively’s �1993� measures of
goodness for broader distributions �as used by Kuhl, 1991�.
Further, starling responses are in close accord with these
findings.

One possible explanation for the sizable influence of F2
could be that, when F2 is relatively high and nearer F3, there
is some auditory interaction creating a functional F2 (F2�)
that serves to warp perceptual distance in a fashion not cap-
tured solely by mel distance �e.g., Johnson, 1989�. Typically,
the assumption is that F2� can be described as the weighted
average of F2 and F3, thus equal mel steps when F2 is near
F3 result in disproportionately large perceptual distances.

One way in which starling and human performance dif-
fered is informative. For human listeners, F2 and, to a lesser
extent, distance from the centroid accounted for much of the
variance in goodness judgments of /{/. For the same listeners,
variance in goodness judgments of /(/ was best described in
terms of distance from the centroid followed by F2 and fi-
nally F1, all being statistically significant predictors. This
contrasts with starling data for which distance from the cen-
troid always is less predictive than F2 or F1. The more com-
pelling effect of distance from the /(/ centroid for native-
English listeners may be due to the fact that for /(/, but not
/{/, close neighbors �/}/, /|/, /É/, and /{/� surround all sides in
the F1–F2 plane. There is a smaller effect of distance from
the centroid for goodness judgments of /{/, which lies at an
extreme corner of the vowel space with no neighboring vow-
els with lower F1 or higher F2. While extreme versions of /{/
�low F1, high F2� are most distinctive relative to other En-
glish vowel sounds, acoustic instances of /(/ that are most
central to the distribution would be maximally distinctive
from surrounding vowel sound distributions. What is the

FIG. 8. From experiment 3, average goodness ratings from human listeners
for 34 stimuli presented to starlings as novel test stimuli as a function of
distance from the centroids of /{/ �top A� and /(/ �bottom B� distributions.
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same whether one considers either the minimalist two-vowel
spaces presented to starlings or the more-populated English
vowel space, a perceptual principle akin to ‘‘mere other-
ness’’ is observed much as it was suggested to exist in the
postulation of ‘‘adaptive dispersion’’ �Lindblom, 1986� as a
predictor of the structure of vowel inventories.6

C. Minimalist computational model

In order to better understand how a relatively simple
organism such as a starling can come to learn a functional
mapping of vowel sounds that is so similar to that for hu-
mans, a simple linear association network model was simu-
lated using elementary matrix and vector operations. Be-
cause the data for starlings and for humans were fairly well
accommodated in the linear operations of regression analy-
sis, there was reason to believe that a learning model based
solely upon linear operations might provide an adequate and
potentially informative account for the data. The model used
here can be considered an instantiation of the Hebbian syn-
apse rule �Hebb, 1949�, and is a tightly constrained model in
which all operations are local and there is no need for the
‘‘back-propagation’’ of errors common to many current net-
work models.

A linear network can be conceptualized as a system of
linear algebra equations of the form:

Aw�b, �1�

where A is a matrix of input exemplars, w is a vector of
connection weights, and b is a vector of output values. The
weights of the network can then be solved for by

w�A�b, �2�

where A� is the pseudo-inverse of A. �For review, see Jor-
dan, 1986.�

Inputs to the network were synthesizer values for F1 and
F2 for each English vowel �/{/ and /(/�. Thus, each vowel
sound was described as a two-value vector. The 64 vectors
for the training stimuli used for /{–(/ birds in experiment 3
were entered into an array A yielding a 64�2 element input
matrix. A 64�1 output matrix b was created by entering a
‘‘1’’ for the positive stimuli �/{/� and a ‘‘0’’ for the negative
stimuli �/(/�. Then, Eq. �2� was solved for the 2�1 weight
vector w. This completed the ‘‘training’’ phase. This matrix-
algebraic solution is formally equivalent to using a single-
layer network for which weights are determined through
multiple iterations of exposure to training tokens �Jordan,
1986�. In this case, advantage was taken of the fact that the
same weights can be derived by solving equations in closed
form.

The model then was tested using the 34 novel test
stimuli and 16 training stimuli that were presented to birds in
trials without contingencies. This constituted a new input
matrix A of dimensions 50�2. This matrix was multiplied
by the 2�1 weight vector derived in the ‘‘training’’ phase to
yield a 1�50 vector of values corresponding to the output
values �between 0 and 1� for each of the test stimuli.

Comparisons between the model output for test stimuli
and avian peck rates to the same stimuli reveal a number of
similarities. As was the case for bird responses, model output

exhibited a gradient across values of F1 and F2 such that
greater and lower outputs occur for those stimuli with ex-
treme formant values. Also, there is a similar ‘‘prototype’’
effect in as much as output values respect the probability–
density distribution of the input with relatively higher or
lower values nearer the centroids of the positive and negative
distributions, respectively. Correlation coefficients were
computed comparing model output and peck rates for /{–(/
birds reinforced for pecking either to /{/ or to /(/. For the /{/
positive case, r�0.926, p�0.0001. For the /(/ positive case,
r�0.919, p�0.0001. As was the case for comparisons be-
tween avian responses and human goodness judgments, com-
parisons also were made between model outputs and avian
responses to stimuli within individual vowel distributions.
The correlation between starling peck rates to the 17 novel
stimuli drawn from positive distributions and model predic-
tions for the corresponding stimuli drawn from the /{/ distri-
bution was r�0.678, p�0.01. The correlation between star-
ling peck rates to the 17 novel stimuli drawn from negative
distributions and model predictions for stimuli drawn from
the /(/ distribution was greater r�0.730, p�0.01. It appears
that this minimalist perceptron model may provide respect-
able predictive power.

It should be emphasized that the purpose of this simula-
tion exercise was not to propose that the learning process for
either human infants or starlings must reduce to a simple
model of this type. Although this model can be cast as a
‘‘neural network’’ model and could enjoy the allusion to
neural processing, no such claims are being made here. It
does bear note, however, that such a model engenders bio-
logically plausible operations in the sense that connections
are local and weight adjustments follow simple Hebbian
rules. Nevertheless, the model is likely too simplistic and
contexturally isolated at present to be suggested as a model
for neural activity in avian, let alone human brains. What is
important is that there is reason to hope that the processes by
which human infants �and starlings� come to organize vowel
sounds in a language-specific fashion may be explainable by
rather elegant and possibly linear processes.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present effort began with the fundamental question
of how perceptual behavior of human infants could come to
respect language-specific equivalence classes for speech
sounds through experience and learning if such classes were
to arise de novo. Earlier findings �Kuhl, 1991� using nonhu-
man subjects suggested that, for vowel sounds at least, prop-
erties of mammalian auditory sensory systems do not, by
themselves, give rise to functional equivalence classes ap-
propriate to linguistic sound systems. This evidence, together
with studies �Kuhl, 1983; Kuhl et al., 1992� demonstrating
that, by six months of age, infants respond to acoustically
different vowel sounds in a fashion that respects their func-
tional equivalence within a language environment, suggests
an essential role of early experience. While Kuhl �1991� took
advantage of animal subjects to minimize effects of experi-
ence with speech sounds in order to evaluate raw sensory
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abilities, the present studies exploited the opportunity to em-
brace and control experience with approximations to natural
distributions of speech sounds.

Following an experiment which established the appro-
priateness of stimulus materials for this effort, it was found
that starlings could learn functional equivalence classes of
vowel sounds that were representative of the English vowels
/{/ and /(/ as well as control stimuli /Ñ/ and /'/. Starlings
generalized to novel instances of these distributions, and
there was evidence that equivalent responses to different to-
kens drawn from the same distributions of vowel sounds
were not indicative of a lack of discriminative capacity. In
fact, avian subjects that learned to treat orthogonal �in
F1–F2 space� distributions equivalently were facile in re-
sponding differentially to the same pairs of stimuli treated
equivalently by other subjects.

Both across and within vowel distributions, there was
remarkable agreement between measures of starling response
strength �peck rate� and human goodness judgments of the
same English vowel sounds. To the extent that divergence
between starling and human performance was found �greater
effect of distance from centroid for /(/�, it is likely explain-
able on the basis of experience with vowel sounds encoun-
tered by native-English human listeners but not by starling
subjects. Taken together, human and avian results suggest
that the process of mapping a space of vowel sounds may be
in accord with long-held principles of ‘‘mere otherness’’ and
‘‘adaptive dispersion.’’

A very simple linear associative model was used to as-
sess starling performance. When the model was permitted
the same range of ‘‘experience’’ with distributions of vowel
sounds as starlings were, response strengths to individual
vowel sounds from the model and birds were in close agree-
ment. Although no claims should be made about the verisi-
militude of the computational simulation as compared with
biological instantiations of these processes by humans or by
birds, the model does present an existence proof that a
simple linear system can result in functional mappings of
vowel sounds in similarly graded and language-specific fash-
ion. In particular, simulation results do suggest that relatively
elegant solutions may exist to explain how subjects with
brains of little volume come to exhibit response patterns that
are strikingly like those measured for human subjects for the
same vowel sounds. Avian and computational performances
taken together, it may be appropriate to exhibit some caution
before one either posits the requirement of innate specific
predispositions for phonetic categories, or hypothesizes the
existence of internal prototypes for phonetic categories
through whatever process. Neither starlings nor perceptrons
have the privilege of inheriting human phonetic categories,
and peaks in response gradients allude to, but do not require,
putative prototypes. In a similar spirit �Lacerda, 1998� has
introduced an exemplar-based model inspired by neuronal
group selection theory �Edelman, 1987� that further demon-
strates that constructs such as prototypes are unnecessary to
account for extent data for human adults and infants respond-
ing to vowel sounds.

It well may be the case that rather general processes of
learning can accommodate much of what is known about the

functional equivalence of vowel sounds within the vowel
space of a language environment. This demonstration of the
efficacy of simple learning via distributional properties at the
phonetic level is consonant with recent demonstrations that
statistical relationships between neighboring speech sounds
can be used by 8-month-old infants at the morphemic level
for word segmentation �Saffran et al., 1996�. When one con-
siders the task assigned to the infant language learner, it may
be possible for young listeners to establish their nascent lexi-
cons through little more than sensitivity to statistical regu-
larities of language input together with organizational pro-
cesses that serve to enhance distinctiveness of regions in that
input.
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